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Books by Daniel Thambyrajah Niles

Sir, We See Jesus (S.C.M. 1938).
Whose I am and Whom I Serve (S.C.M. 1939).


For Today (Lutterworth 1949).

That They May Have Life (Lutterworth 1951).

Preaching the Gospel of the Resurrection (Lutterworth 1953).

Reading The Bible Today (Lutterworth 1955).

Living with the Gospel (Lutterworth 1957).

In The Beginning (Lutterworth 1958).

The Preacher’s Task and the Stone of Stumbling (Lutterworth 1959).

The Preacher’s Calling to be Servant (Lutterworth 1959).

As Seeing the Invisible (S.C.M 1961).

Upon the Earth (Lutterworth 1962).

We Know in Part (Lutterworth 1964).

Whereof We Are Witnesses (Epworth 1965).


Youth Asks, What’s Life For: That They May See (Nelsons 1968).

Who Is This Jesus? (Lutterworth 1968).